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Collecting Usage Data and User Feedback on a
Large Scale to Inform Software Development

DAVID M. HUBERT and DAVID F. REDMILES

University of California, Irvine

The two most commonly used techniques for evaluating the fit between application design and use — namely,
usability testing and beta testing with user feedback — suffer from a number of limitations that restrict evaluation
scale (in the case of usability tests) and data quality (in the case of beta tests). They also fail to provide developers
with an adequate basis for; (1) assessing the impact of suspected problems (and proposed solutions) on users at
large, and (2) deciding where to focus scarce development and evaluation resources to maximize the benefit for
users at large. This article describes an approach to usage data and user feedback collection that addresses these
limitations to provide developers with a complementary source of usage- and usability-related information. This
research has been subjected to a number of evaluative activities including: (1) the development of three research
prototypes at NYNEX Corporation, the University of Colorado, and the University of California, (2) the
incorporation of one prototype by independent third party developers as part of an integrated demonstration
scenario performed by Lockheed Martin Corporation, and (3) observation and participation in two industrial
development projects, at NYNEX and Microsoft Corporations, in which developers sought to improve the
application development process based on usage data and user feedback. The proposed approach involves a
development platform for creating software agents that are deployed over the Internet to observe application use
and report usage data and user feedback to developers to help improve the fit between design and use. The data
can be used to illuminate how applications are used, to uncover mismatches in actual versus expected use, and to
increase user involvement in the evolution of interactive systems. This research is aimed at helping developers
make more informed design, impact assessment, and effort allocation decisions, ultimately leading to more cost-
effective development of software that is better suited to user needs.
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Usage Data and User Feedback

1. INTRODUCTION

r Involving end users in the development of interactive systems increases the likelihood
Lthose systems will be useful and usable [Gould and Lewis 1983, Nielsen 1993; Baecker et al.

1995], However, user involvement is both time and resource intensive. In some ways, the
Internet has magnified these problems by increasing the number, variety, and distribution of
potential users and usage situations while reducing the typical cycle time between product
releases, and thus the time available for involving users. On the other hand, the Internet
presents hitherto unprecedented, and currently underutilized, opportunities for increasing
user involvement by enabling cheap, rapid, and large-scale distribution of software for
evaluation purposes and providing convenient mechanisms for communicating information
about application use and user feedback to development organizations interested in capturing
such information.

Unfortunately, one of the main problems facing development organizations today is that
there are already more suspected problems, proposed solutions, and novel ideas (emanating
from marketers, planners, designers, developers, usability professionals, support personnel,
users, and other stakeholders) than there are resources available for addressing such issues
(including design, implementation, testing, and usability resources) [Cusumano and Selby
1995]. As a result, development organizations are often more concerned with addressing the
following two problems, than in generating more ideas about how to improve application
designs:

• Impact assessment: What is the actual impact ofsuspected orobserved problems on
users at large? What is the expected impact of implementing proposed solutions ornovel
ideas on users at large?

• Effort allocation: Where should scarce design, implementation, testing, and usability
evaluation resources be focused in order to produce the greatest benefit for users atlarge?

f The two techniques most commonly used to evaluate the fit between application design
!and use — namely, usability testing and beta testing with user feedback — fail to address
these questions adequately, and suffer from a number of limitations that restrict evaluation
scale, in the case of usability tests, and data quality, in the case of beta tests.

This article describes an approach to usage data and user feedback collection that
addresses these limitations to provide developers with acomplementary source ofusage- and
usability-related information. The proposed approach involves a development platform for
creating software agents that are deployed over the Internet to observe application use and
report usage data and user feedback to developers to help improve the fit between design and
use.

The principles and techniques underlying this work have been subjected to a number of
evaluative activities including: (1) the development ofthree research prototypes at NYNEX
Corporation, the University of Colorado, and the University of California, (2) the
incorporation of one prototype by independent third party developers as part of an integrated
demonstration scenario performed by Lockheed Martin Corporation, and (3) observation and
participation in two industrial development projects, at NYNEX and Microsoft Corporations,
in which developers sought to improve the application development process based on usage
data and user feedback.
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Each of these experiences contributed evidence to support the hypothesis that automated
software monitoring techniques can indeed be used to capture usage- and usability-related
information useful in supporting design, impact assessment, and effort allocation decisions in
the development of interactive systems. The latest prototype was constructed based on the
experience and insights gained from the first two prototypes, an in-depth survey of related
work, and the Microsoft experience, and serves as a basis for demonstrating solutions
(presented in Section 4) to five key problems limiting the scalability and data quality of
existing automated data collection techniques (presented in Section 2).

2. PROBLEMS

2.1 Usability Testing

Scale emerges as the critical limiting factor in usability tests. Usability tests are typically
restricted in terms of size, scope, location, and duration:

• Size is an issue because limitations in data collection and analysis techniques result in the
effort of performing evaluations being directly linked to the number of subjects being
evaluated.

• Scope is an issue because typically only a small fraction of an application's overall
functionality can be exercised during any given evaluation.

• Location is an issue because users must typically be displaced from their normal work
environments and placed under more controlled laboratory conditions.

• Finally, duration is an issue because users typically cannot devote extended periods of
time to evaluation activities which take them away from their other day-to-day
responsibilities.

Perhaps more significantly, however, once problems have been identified in the usability
lab, the impact assessment problem remains: What is the actual impact of identified problems
on users at large? Answering this question is essential in tackling the effort allocation
problem with respect to resources required to fix identified problems. Furthermore, because
usability testing is itself so expensive in terms of user and evaluator effort and time, the effort
allocation problem arises in this regard as well: Where should scarce usability evaluation
resources be focused in order to produce the greatest benefit for users at large?

2.2 Beta Testing

Data quality issues emerge as the critical limiting factor in beta tests. When beta testers
report usability issues in addition to software bugs, data quality is typically limited due to:
lack of proper incentives, a paradoxical relationship between user performance and
subjective reports, lack of knowledge regarding expected use, and lack of detail in reported
data.

Incentives are a problem since users are typically more concemed with getting their work
done than in paying the price of problem reporting while developers receive most of the
benefit. As a result, often only the most obvious or unrecoverable errors are reported.

Perhaps more significantly, there is often a paradoxical relationship between users'
performance with respect to a particular application and their subjective ratings of its
usability. Numerous usability professionals have observed this phenomenon. Users who
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perform well in usability evaluations will often volunteer comments in which they report
problems with the interface even though these problems apparently did not affect the user's
ability to complete tasks. When asked for ajustification, these users will often say something
to theeffect; "Well, it was easy for me, but I think other people would have been confused."
Sometimes these users correctly anticipate problems encountered by other, less seasoned,
users, however, this type of feedback is based on speculation that frequently turns out to be
unfounded. On the other hand, users who encounter great difficulties using a particular
interface will often not volunteer comments, and if pressed, report that the interface is well
designed and easy to use. When confronted with the discrepancy between their subjective
reports and observed behavior, these users will often say something to the effect: "Someone
with more experience would probably have had a much easier time," or"I always have more
trouble than average with this sort of thing." As a result, potentially important feedback from
beta testers having difficulties may fail to be reported while potentially misleading or
unfounded feedback from beta testers having no difficulties may bereported.'

Nevertheless, beta tests do appear to offer good opportunities for collecting usability-
related information. Smilowitz and colleagues showed that beta testers who were asked to
record usability problems as they arose in normal use identified almost the same number of
significant usability problems as identified in more traditional laboratory tests of the same
software [Smilowitz et al. 1994]. A later case study performed by Hartson and associates,
using a remote data collection technique, also appeared to support these results [Hartson et
al. 1996], However, while the numberof usability problems identified in the lab test and beta
test conditions was roughly equal, the number of common problems identified by both was
rather small. In summarizing their results, Smilowitz and colleagues offered the following as
one possible explanation:

Another reason for this finding may have to do with the individual identifying the
problems. In the lab test two observers with experience with the software identified
and recorded the problems. In some cases, the users were not aware they were
incorrectly using the tool or understanding how the tool worked. If the same is true
of the beta testers, somesevereproblems may have been missedbecause the testers
were not aware they were encounteringa problem, and therefore did not record the
problem.

Since users are not always aware ofdevelopers' expectations about appropriate use, they
can behave in ways that blatantly violate developers' expectations without being aware ofit.
As a result, mismatches in expected versus actual use may go undetected for extended
periods, resulting in ongoing usability issues.

Another important limitation identified by Smilowitz and colleagues is that the feedback
reported in the beta test condition lacked details regarding the interactions leading up to
problems and the frequency of problem occurrences.

In summary, evaluation data reported by beta testers is problematic due to lack ofproper
incentives, a paradoxical relationship between user performance and subjective reports, lack
of knowledge regarding expected use, and lack of details in reported data. Furthermore,
without more information regarding the frequency ofproblem occurrences (or the frequency

1.These examples were taken from an electronic discussion group for usability research and design professionals to discuss issues
related to usability evaluations.
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with which features associated with reported problems are used) the impact assessment and
effort allocation problems continue to remain uiu-esolved.

2.3 Early Attempts to Exploitthe Intemet
A number of researchers have begun to investigate Internet-mediated techniques for

overcoming some of the limitations inherent in current usability and beta testing methods.
Some have investigated the use of Internet-based video conferencing and remote

application sharing technologies (such as Microsoft NetMeeting [Summers 1998]) to support
remote usability evaluations [Castillo and Hartson 1997]. Unfortunately, while leveraging the
Intemet to overcome geographical barriers, these techniques fail to exploit the enormous
potential afforded by the Intemet to lift current restrictions on evaluation size, scope, and
duration. This is because a large amount of data is generated per user, and because observers
are typically required to observe and interact with users on a one-on-one basis.

Others have investigated the use of Intemet-based user-reporting of "critical incidents" to
capture user feedback and limited usage information [Hartson et al. 1996]. In this approach,
users are trained to identify "critical incidents" themselves and to press a "report" button to
send video data regarding events immediately preceding and following user-identified
incidents back to experimenters. While addressing, to a limited degree, the problem of lack
of detail in beta tester-reported data, this approach still suffers from all of the other problems
associated with beta tester-reported feedback, including lack of proper incentives, the
subjective feedback paradox, and lack of knowledge regarding expected use.

2.4 Automated Techniques

An altemative to such techniques involves automatically capturing information about user
and application behavior by monitoring the software components that make up the
application and its user interface. This data can then be automatically transported to
evaluators who may then analyze it to identify potential problems. A number of application
instmmentation and event monitoring techniques have been proposed that might be used for
this purpose [Chen 1990, Badre and Santos 1991, Weiler 1993, Hoiem and Sullivan 1994,
Badre et al. 1995, Cook et al. 1995, Kay and Thomas 1995, ErgoLight Usability Software
1998, Lecerof and Patemo 1998]. However, existing approaches all suffer from some
combination of the following problems, resulting in significant limitations on evaluation
scalability and data quality:

• The abstraction problem: Questions about usage typically occur in terms of concepts at
higher levels of abstraction than represented in software component event data.
Furthermore, questions of usage may occur at multiple levels of abstraction. This implies
the need for "data abstraction" mechanisms to allow low-level data to be related to

higher-level concepts such as user interface and application features as well as users'
tasks and goals.

• The selection problem: The amount of data necessary to answer usage questions is
typically a small subset of the much larger set of data that might be captured at any given
time. Failure to properly select data of interest increases the amount of data that must be
reported and decreases the likelihood that automated analysis techniques will identify
events and patterns of interest in the "noise". This implies the need for "data selection"
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mechanisms toallow necessary data to be captured, and unnecessary data filtered, prior
to reporting and analysis.

• The reduction problem: Much ofthe analysis that will ultimately beperformed toanswer
usage questions can actually beperformed during data collection resulting in greatly
reduced data reporting and post-hoc analysis needs. Performing reduction aspart ofthe
capture process not only decreases the amount of data thatmustbe reported, but also
increases the likelihood that successful analysis will actually be performed. This implies
the need for "data reduction" mechanisms to reduce the amount of data that must
ultimately be reported and analyzed.

• The context problem: Potentially critical information necessary ininterpreting the
significanceof events is often not readily available in event data alone. Such information
maybe spread across multiple events or missing altogether, but is often available "for the
asking" from the user interface, application, artifacts, oruser. This implies the need for
"context-capture" mechanisms to allow important userinterface, application, artifact,
and user state information to be used in data abstraction, selection, and reduction.

• The evolution problem: Finally, data collection needs typically evolve over time (perhaps
due to results ofearlier data collection) more rapidly than do applications. Unnecessary
coupling of data collectionand applicationcode increases the cost of evolution and
impact on users. This implies theneed for "independently evolvable" datacollection
mechanisms to allow in-contextdata abstraction, selection, and reduction to evolve over
time withoutimpacting application deployment or use.

Figure 1indicates the extent towhich existing techniques address these problems. Asmall
X indicates limited support while a large 'X' indicates more extensive support, "instr."

indicates that the problem can be addressed, but only by modifying hard-coded
instrumentation embedded in application code.

Technique
Abstraction

Problem

Selection

Problem

Reduction

Problem

Context

Problem

Evolution

Problem

Chen 1990 X X X
Badre & Santos 1991 x X X
Weiler 1993 X

Hoiem & Sullivan 1994 X

Badre et al. 1995 X X X
Cooketal. 1995;
Kay & Thomas 1995 instr. instr. instr. instr.

ErgoLight 1998 X

Lecerof & Patemo 1998 X
...

Figure 1. Existing data collection approaches and support for problems

Furthermore, there are currently no theoretical or methodological guidelines to provide
guidance regarding how to collect, analyze, and interpret data and incorporate results in the
development process.
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3. APPROACH

We propose a semi-automated, Internet-mediated approach to large-scale usage data and
user feedback collection that addresses these limitations. The approach is founded on the
following basic principles:

• That developers have expectations about application use that affect application design,
and that designs often embody usage expectations even when developers are not
explicitly aware of them.

• That mismatches between expected and actual use indicate potential problems in design
or use that may negatively impact usability and utility.

• That making expectations more explicit and observing use to compare users' actions
against expectations can help in identifying and resolving mismatches.

• That such mismatch identification and resolution can help bring expectations, and thus
designs, into better alignment with actual use.

Based on these principles, we hypothesize that software monitoring techniques can be
exploited to aid in the process of mismatch identification and resolution, and thus support
developers in improving the design-use fit. We also conjecture that the use of software
monitoring techniques will help make incorporating information about users more palatable
to developers. If developer involvement in data collection is increased, the likelihood that
results will be taken seriously may also be increased.

3.1 Theory of Expectations

This section discusses, in more detail, a simple "theory of expectations" that provides the
basis for this work.

When developers design systems, they typically rely on a number of expectations, or
assumptions, about how those systems will be used. We call these usage expectations
[Girgensohn et al. 1994]. Developers' expectations are based on their knowledge of
requirements, knowledge of the specific tasks and work environments of users, knowledge of
the application domain, and past experience in developing and using applications
themselves. Some expectations are explicitly represented, for example, those that are
specified in requirements and in use cases. Others are implicit, including assumptions about
usage that are encoded in user interface layout and application structure.

For instance, implicit in the layout of most data entry forms is the expectation that users
will complete them from top to bottom with only minor variation. In laying out menus and
toolbars, it is usually expected that frequently used or important features can be easily
recognized and accessed, and that features placed on the toolbar will be more frequently used
than those deeply nested in menus. Such expectations are typically not represented explicitly,
and as a result, fail to be tested adequately.

Detecting and resolving mismatches between developers' expectations and actual use is
important in improving the fit between design and use. Once mismatches are detected, they
may be resolved in one of two ways. Developers may adjust their expectations to better
match actual use, thus refining system requirements and eventually making the system more
usable and/or useful. For instance, features that were expected to be used rarely, but are used
often in practice can be made easier to access and more efficient. Alternatively, users can
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learn about developers' expectations, thus learning how to use the existing system more
effectively. For instance, learning that they are not expected to type full URLs in Netscape
Navigator™ can lead users to omit characters such as "http://" in standard URLs, not to
mention "www." and ".com" in commercial URLs such as "http://www.amazon.com/".

Thus, it is important to identify, and make explicit, usage expectations that importantly
affect, or are embodied in, application designs. This can help developers think more clearly
about the implications of design decisions, and may, in itself, promote improved design.
Usage data collection techniques should then be directed at capturing information that is
helpful in detecting mismatches between expected and actual use, and mismatches may then
be used as opportunities to adjust the design based on usage-related information, or to adjust
usage based on design-related information.

The following sections present a brief overview of the proposed approach, a usage
scenario to illustrate how the approach might be applied in practice, and a summary ofkey
technical details underlying the implementation of theapproach.

3.2 Technical Overview

The proposed approach involves adevelopment platform for creating software agents that
are deployed over the Internet to observe application use and report usage data and user
feedback to developers to help improve the fit between application design and use. To this
end, the following process is employed:

• Developers design applications and identify usage expectations.

• Developers create agents tomonitor application use and capture usage data and user
feedback.

• Agents are deployed over the Internet independently of the application to run onusers'
computers each time the application is run.

• Agents perform in-context data abstraction, selection, and reduction as needed to allow
actual use to be compared against expected use on a much larger scale than possible
before.

Agents report data back todevelopers to inform further evolution of expectations, the
application, and agents.

The fundamental strategy underlying this work is to exploit already existing information
produced by user interface and application components to support usage data collection. To
this end, an event service —providing generic event and state monitoring capabilities —was
implemented, on top of which an agent service — providing generic data abstraction,
selection, and reduction services — was implemented.

Because the means for accessing event and state information varies depending on the
components used to develop applications, the notion of a default model was introduced to
mediate between monitored components and the event service.^ Furthermore, because agents
are often reusable, or at least adaptable, across applications, the notion ofdefault agents was

2.The default model in this case provides generic access toJava's standard GUI component toolkit. The default model can be
adapted as new GUI toolkits are introduced, or alternatively, amore generic model for accessing arbitrary component events and
state, based on a software component standard such asJavaBeans , might beimplemented.
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introduced to allow higher-level generic data collection services to be reused across
applications.

Figure 2 illustrates the layered relationship between the application, default model, event
service, agent service, default agents, and user-defined agents. The shading indicates the
degree to which each aspect is believed to be generic and reusable:

User-Defined Agents

Default Agents

Default Model

Application

Can range from moderately to highly application-specific

Reusable across applications

Generic data abstraction, selection, and reduction services

Generic event and state monitoring services

Toolkit-specific "wrapper" providing generic access to component events and state

Figure 2. Basic services

Before going into more detail regarding the implementation of the approach, the
following section presents a usage scenario to illustrate how the approach might be applied in
practice.

3.3 Usage Scenario

To see how these services might be put to use by developers in practice, consider the
following scenario which is adapted from a demonstration performed by Lockheed Martin
C2 Integration Systems within the context of a large-scale, governmental logistics and
transportation information system.

A group of engineers is tasked with designing a web-based user interface to provide end
users with access to a large store of transportation-related information. The interface in this
scenario is modeled after an existing interface (originally developed in HTML and
JavaScript) that allows users to request information regarding Department of Defense cargo
in transit between points of embarkation and debarkation. For instance, military officers
might use the interface to determine the current location of munitions being shipped to U.S.
troops in Bosnia.

This is an example of an interface that might be used repeatedly by a number of users in
completing their work. It is important that interfaces supporting frequently performed tasks
(such as steps in a business process or workflow) are well-suited to users' tasks, and that
users are aware of how to most efficiently use them, since inefficiencies and mistakes can
add up over time.

After involving users in design, constructing use cases, performing task analyses, doing
cognitive walkthroughs, and employing other user-centered design methods, a prototype
implementation of the interface is ready for deployment. Figure 3 shows the prototype
interface.
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Figure 3. A prototype database query interface

The engineers in this scenario were particularly interested in verifying the expectation
that users would not frequently change the "mode of travel" selection in the first section of
the form (e.g. "Air", "Ocean", "Motor", "Rail", or "Any") after having made subsequent
selections, since the "mode of travel" selection affects the choices that are available in
subsequent sections. Operating under the expectation that this would not be a common
source of problems, the engineers made the design decision to simply reset all selections to
their default values whenever the "mode of travel" selection is reselected.

Figure 4 isa screenshot of the agent authoring user interface provided bytheagent service
to allow agents to be defined without writing code. In Figure 4, thedeveloper hasdefined an
agent that "fires" whenever the user uses one of the controls in the "mode of travel" section
of the interface and then uses controls outside of that section. This agent is then used in
conjunction with other agents todetect when the user changes the mode oftravel after having
made subsequent selections. Other agents were also defined to record transitions between
sections and whole sequences of section use in order to verify that the layout of the form is
well suited to the order in which users actually specify queries. These agents were then
downloaded to users' computers (automatically upon application start-up) where they
monitored user interactions and reported usage information and user feedback to developers.
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Figure 4. Agent authoring interface

In this case, the engineers decided to configure an agent to unobtrusively notify users
when it detected behavior in violation of developers' expectations (Figure 5). By double-
clicking on an agent notification (or by selecting the notification header and pressing the
"Feedback" button), users could leam more about the violated expectation and could respond
with feedback if desired. Feedback was reported automatically via E-mail along with events
associated with violations. Agents also unobtrusively logged and reported all violations
along with other usage data via E-mail each time the application was exited. Agent-collected
data and feedback was E-mailed to a help desk where it was reviewed by support engineers
and entered into a change request tracking system. With the help of other systems, the
engineers were able to assist the help desk in providing a new release of the interface to the
user community based on the feedback and usage data collected from the field.

It is tempting to think that this example has a clear design flaw that, if corrected, would
clearly obviate the need for collection of usage data and user feedback. Namely, one might
argue, the application should automatically detect which selections must be reselected and
only require users to reselect those values. To illustrate how this objection misses the mark.
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Figure 5. Agent notification and user feedback

let us assume that one ofthe users actually responds to the agent with exactly this suggestion
(Figure 5). After reviewing the agent-collected feedback, the engineers consider the
suggestion, but unsure of whether to implement it (due to its impact on the current design,
implementation, and test plans), decide to review the usage data log. The log, which
documents over a month ofuse with over 100 users, indicates that this problem has only
occurred twice, and both times with the same user. As a result, the developers decide to put
the change request on hold.

The ability to base design and effort allocation decisions on this type ofempirical data in
is one of the key contributions of this approach. Another important contribution is the
explicit treatment of usage expectations in the development process. Treating usage
expectations explicitly helps developers think more clearly about the implications ofdesign
decisions. Because expectations can be expressed in terms of user interactions, they can be
monitored automatically, thereby allowing expectations to becompared against actual use on
a potentially large scale. Finally, expectations provide a principled way of focusing data
collection so that only information useful in evaluating the design-use fit iscaptured.
3.4 Technical Details

3.4.1 Event Service

The event service provides generic component event and state monitoring capabilities.
Components are identified by name. The default model attempts to generate unique

names for all user-manipulable components based on component label, type, and position in
the application window hierarchy. Components of particular interest that cannot be uniquely
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13 D. H. Hilbert and D. F. Redmiles

named by the default model can be named by the developer using a setName() method
provided by the event service API.

Event-relatedoperations includepublish(), subscribe(), unsubscribe(), and post() in which
events are identified using "event specs". Event specs consist of an event name, source
component name, and source component type separated by 'I' characters. Typically one or
more of these attributes is "wildcarded" using the character as illustrated below:

Table 1: Event Specs

Event Spec Description

VIOUSE_CLICKEDIWindow/Print/OKI* matches all mouse clicks in the "Print" window "OK" button component
\/IOUSE_CLICKEDI"ljavax.swing.JButton matches all mouse clicks in components of class "javax.swing.JButton"
WOUSE_CLICKEDn* matches all mouse clicks

'IWindow/Print/OKr matches all events in the "Print" window "OK" button component
'I'ljavax.swing.JButton matches all events in components of class "javax.swing.JButton"
•n* matches all events

5rare-related operations include getState() and setState() in which components and global
variables are identified by name. The getState() method may be used to fetch the current
value of the specified component from the default model, and the getState() and setStateQ
methods may be used to fetch and store values in global variables.

Event dispatching is achieved using a hash table in which entries correspond to unique
event specs for which there are one or more subscribers. Event specs are stored as keys and
lists of subscribers are stored as values. For each posted event, subscriber lists for the
following event specs are retrieved and subscribers notified in subscription order:

EVENT_NAMEISOURCE_NAMEr
EVENT_NAMEI*ISOURCE_CLASS
•1S0URCE_NAMEI*

*riSOURCE_CLASS

*1*1*

Because event dispatch code is executed every time an event occurs, the algorithm is kept
simple, and only five hash table lookups are performed per event, regardless of the number of
components, events, or outstanding subscriptions.

Typically, application developers will not directly call the event service API. The agent-
authoring interface provided by the agent service provides access to all of this functionality.
However, if a developer wishes to generate special-purpose application-specific events or
store special-purpose application-specific state from within application code, publish() may
be called to make events available for agent subscriptions, post() may be called to dispatch
events to interested agents, and setState() may be used to store global state for retrieval by
agents.

3.4.2 Agent Service

The agent service provides generic data abstraction, selection, and reduction capabilities
and a graphical user interface for authoring agents.
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Agents come in two varieties: single-triggered and dual-triggered. The following figure
illustrates thestructure of anagent with a single trigger;

Trigger Disjunct, Conjunct, or Sequence of Event Specs

(evaiuated for each Event Spec match)

Trigger Guard SourcelsNew, SourcelnSet, SourceNotlnSet,
SourceClassInSet, or SourceCiassNotlnSet

c

*o>
a>

(evaiuated for event satisfying Trigger)

Guard Diqunct or Conjunct of State Check's

(evaluated afterTrigger SiTriggerGuard satisfaction)

Action Post Event and one or more State Update's

(performed afterTrigger, TriggerGuard, &Gaurd satisfaction)

Data RecordEventData, RecordEventTransitionData,
RecordEventSequenceData, RecordStateData,
RecordStateVectorData, RecordStateDataPerEvent,
RecordUserData

(recorded just before Action performed)

Figure 6. A single-triggered agent

The following figure illustrates the structure ofan agent with a dual trigger:

Trigger Same as above

'oi
Trigger Guard Same as above

m Guard Same as atuve

Action Same as above

Data RecordEventData, RecordEventTransitionData,
RecordEventSequenceData, RecordStateDataPerEvent

(Event-related data recorded between Begin and End
Trigger, TriggerGuard, &Gaurd satisfaction)

Trigger Same as above

•o TriggerGuard Same as above
UJ

Guard Same as above

Action Same as above

Data RecordStateData, RecordStateVectorData,
RecordUserData

(State-and user-related data recorded just before End Action
performed)

Figure7. A dual-triggered agent
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15 • D. H. Hilbert and D. F. Redmiles

Trigger specifications include an event composiiion operator (Disjunction, Conjunction,
or Sequence) anda list of eventspecs. For instance, a triggerof the form "A or B" fires when
an event satisfying eitherevent spec A or event spec B has occurred. "A and B" fires when
events satisfying both event specs A and B have occurred. "A then B" fires when events
satisfying both event specsA and B have occurred in the specified order.

TriggerGuard specifications include an event source predicate (SourcelsNew,
SourcelnSet, SourceNotlnSet, SourceClassInSet, or SourceClassNotlnSet) and an optional
list of source names or classes. Thus, a trigger may be constrained to fire only if the event
source has changed since the last time the trigger fired, or if the event source or source class
is included, or not included, in a pre-specified set of source components or classes. This
might be used to detect when keyboard activity has shifted from one component to the next,
or to detect when general "use" activity has shifted from one group of components to
another.

Guard specifications include a list of state check specifications which are boolean
expressions involving component and global state variables and constants and a comparison
predicate (Empty, Contains, Starts w/. Ends w/, ==, <, >, <=, or >=). For instance, an agent
may be defined to take action only if the value of a particularcomponent is "empty", or if the
value of a global "mode" variable is "true", or the value of a global "counter" variable is
greater than some pre-specified threshold.

An Action specification includes an abstract event specification consisting of an event
name and source specification (No Source, Trigger Source, or Agent Source), and a list of
state update specifications which are expressions involving component and global state
variables and constants and an update operator (Assignment, Increment, or Decrement). For
instance, an agent may be defined to associate abstract "MENU" events with every menu
item that is invoked in which the agent itself (named after the menu in question) is stored as
the event source. Agents may also assign constant values to global "mode" variables and/or
increment or decrement global "counter" variables based on event occurrences of interest.

A Data specification is composed of EventData, StateData, and UserData specifications:

• An EventData specification includes a reduction specification (Events, Transitions, or
Sequences) and an optional list of event specs to be recorded in addition to Trigger
events. For instance, an agent with a dual trigger might be used to record all
"VALUE_PR0VIDED" events occurring between the time that a dialog is opened (the
Begin Trigger) and the time it is closed (the End Trigger). Furthermore, event data may
be recorded in terms of simple counts of individual events, event transitions, or whole
sequences of events occurring between Begin and End Triggers.

• A StateData specification includes a reduction specification (Values, Vectors, or Append
to Event Data) and a list of component and global state variables. For instance, the values
associated with each of the controls in a dialog might be recorded when the dialog is
closed. Furthermore, value data may be reported in terms of simple counts of individual
values, or vectors of values so that co-occurrence of values can be analyzed. Finally,
value data can be appended to event data so that events may be analyzed based on state
information, such as the document type being edited when an event occurred or the
number of menus opened before a particular menu item was selected.
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A UserData specification includes a notification type (None, Non-Intrusive, or
Intrusive), a notification header, and a notification message. Non-intrusive notifications
involve placing acopy ofthe notification header ina list ofoutstanding notifications. The
user may then request more information to display the notification message. Finally, the
user may provide feedback ifdesired. Intrusive notification involves immediately posting
a user feedback dialog containing thenotification message forimmediate user attention.
These options allow agents to be defined to interact with users when features of interest
are used, orwhen unexpected patterns ofbehavior are observed so that users may learn
more about expected use and potentially provide feedback to help developers refine
expectations.

Figure 8 summarizes thealgorithm governing agent execution:

IF (Satisfied BeglnTrlgger)
IF (IsTrue BeginTriggerGuard &IsTrue BeginGuard)

IF (Enabled EventData) BeginRecording EventData // record begin time
IF (IsSingleTriggered Agent)

IF (Enabled EventData) EndRecording EventData //record event that satisfied this triggen time =0
IF(EnabledStateData) RecordStateData // recordstate
IF (Enabled UserData) Record UserData //notify user; user may provide feedback
IF (Enabled BeginAction) Perform BeginAction //generate abstract event and/or update global state

ELSEIF(IsDualTriggered Agent)
IF (Enabled EventData) Record EventData //record event that satisfied this trigger
IF (Enabled BeginAction) Perform BeginAction //generate abstract event and/or update global state
Disable BeglnTrlgger //disable begin trigger (until end trigger satisfied)
Enable DataTrigger //enable data trigger (untii end trigger satisfied)
Enable EndTrigger //enable end trigger (until end trigger satisfied)
Pass event to EndTrigger //event that satisfied this trigger may also help satisfy end trigger

IF (SatisfiedDataTrigger)
IF (Enabled EventData) Record EventData //record event that satisfied this trigger

IF (Satisfied EndTrigger)
IF(IsTrue EndTriggerGuard &IsTrue EndGuard)

IF (Enabled EventData) EndRecording EventData //record event that satisfied this triggen time =end -begin
IF (Enabled StateData) Record StateData // record state
IF (Enabled UserData) Record UserData //notify usen user may provide feedback
IF (Enabled EndAction) Perform EndAction //generate abstract event and/or update global state
Enable BeglnTrlgger // reset begin trigger
Disable DataTrigger // resetdatatrigger
Disable EndTrigger // reset end trigger

Figure 8. Agent algorithm

4. SOLUTIONS

Section 2 concluded with the identification of five key problems limiting the scalability
and data quality ofexisting techniques for extracting usage- and usability-related information
from user interface events. In the next subsection we present anumber of example agents to
demonstrate solutions to the first four problems (abstraction, selection, reduction, and
context). In the following subsection we present a reference architecture to illustrate how
independent evolution is achieved to address the fifth problem (evolution). The examples
below comprise only a subset ofthe ways in which the proposed approach might be used to
address these problems. A full treatment is beyond the scope if this article.
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17 D. H. Hilbert and D. F. Redmiles

4.1 The Abstraction, Seiection, Reduction, and Context Problems

The following examples illustrate how agents might be used to capture information
regarding the use of a simplewordprocessing application. The wordprocessorhas a standard

menu, toolbar, and dialog-based user interface:^

^ Slylepad

Oabug

l^jf> .^,3 fbjrTu mmm

ALICE'S ADVENTURES IN

WONDERLAND

Lewis Carroll

Figure 9. A simple word processing application

Before discussing application-specific user-defined agents, we begin by discussing
default agents that provide generic, cross-application data collection support.

4.1.1 Default Agents

At the most basic level, analyzing application use presupposes the ability to identify when
users are pro-actively using the user interface and providing values to the application.

3. "Stylepad" is a demonstration application shipped by Sun Microsystems as part of their Java Development Kit (JDK™).We
added two lines of code to the application to support the following examples: one to start data collection and one to stop data
collection and report results.
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The following agent generates a "USE" abstract interaction event each time a
"KEY_PRESSED" event is observed ina textual component:

Trigger KEY_PRESSED|*|javax.swing.JTextFleld OR
c KEY_PRESSED |*|javax.swlng.JTextArea OR
<u

m KEY_PRESSED|*|javax.swlng.JTextPane

Action PostEventC'USE", TrIggerSource)

Figure 10. "Use Text" agent (abstract interaction events)

The following agent generates a "USE" abstract interaction event each time a
"MOUSE_PRESSED" event is observed in a non-textual component:

Trigger MOUSE_PRESSED|*|*

Trigger Guard SourceClassNotInSet(
*5) javax.swing.JTextReld,

javax.swlng.JTextArea,
javax.swing.JTextPane)

Action PostEventC'USE", TriggerSource)

Figure 11. "Use Non-Text" agent (abstract interaction events)

These agents apply selection to pick out events of interest indicating "pro-active user
interface use" and apply abstraction to relate these events to this higher-level concept.

Other default agents can be defined to indicate when users have provided new values to
the application via the user interface. The following agent stores an initial "Focus Value"
whenever a "FOCUS_GAINED" event isobserved in any user interface component:

C

m

Trigger FOCUS_GAINED|*|*

Action UpdateStateC'Focus Value", VaiueOf(TriggerSource))

Figure 12. "Value initial" agent (abstract interaction events)

The following agent generates a 'VALUE_PROVIDED" abstract interaction event
whenever a "FOCUS_LOST" event is observed and the current component value is not equal
to the previously stored "Focus Value".

Trigger FOCUS_LOST|*|*
at

Guard CheckStateC'Focus Value", "i=", ValueOf(TriggerSource))
Action PostEvent(VALUE_PROVIDED, TriggerSource)

Figure 13. "Value Provided" agent(abstract interaction events)

These agents combine selection and access to context to pick out events of interest
indicating "provision ofvalues" and apply abstraction to relate these events to this higher-
level concept.
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19 D. H. Hilbert and D. F. Redmiles

The purpose of such default agents is to allow other data collection code to refer to these
higher-level abstract events without referring to the lower-level events associated them. This
simplifies data collection by factoring code that would be common across multiple agents,
and localizes the impact of introducing new user interface components with different event
semantics.

4.1.2 Menu and Toolbar Agents

User-defined agents can be defined to relate data to features of the user interface such as
menus and toolbars. Consider the following agent which captures data regarding the use of
the "File Menu":

Begin

Trigger
USE|WindDw/Styiepad/MenuItem/New|*
OR

USE1Window/Stylepad/Menultem/Open
|*OR

USE1Window/Stylepad/Menultem/Savel
*OR

USE|Window/Stylepad/MenuItem/Print|*
OR

USE|Window/Styiepad/MenuIteni/Exit|*

Action
PostEventC'MENU",
AgentSource)

Data
RecordEventDataO

Figure 14. "File Menu" agent (relating data to Ul features)

This agent is triggered whenever any of the items in the "File Menu" is used and
generates an abstract "MENU" event (with the agent itself as the event source) to indicate that
the "File Menu" has been used. It uses the "Events" reduction algorithm to capture data

regarding the number of times each "File Menu" item has been used:^.

Rl«

Use

Use New

Use Text

Use Non-Text

Value Initial

Value Provided

Value Provided Combo

Value Provided Non-Combo'

Message Dialogs
Warning Dialogs ' i
Error Dialogs 5
File Menu __ .
Edit Menu ' j
Color Menu j
Font Menu >

Debug Menu .|
All Menus

File Toolbar

EdltToolbar

FontToolbar

Align Toolbar
All Toolbars

Print Window

PrintMode&Pages
Elements Window

All Windows

Menu Count++

Menu Count= ?

Menu Count »= 5

Menu Count Reset

File Type CTXT)
File Type (HTML)
All Commands

a '

'A

1,1% .

-J

Legend r

[USS Mndowi^ctradMenutein/Newt

pJSC Mndow/9^ep»d/MenuesmrPHnt)

.(USE MndowrStyt^ndMenutern/Save}

Figure 15. "File Menu" data (relating data to Ul features)
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Similar agents can be defined to perform analogous actions for all menus and toolbars and
the abstract events generated by such agents can be used by otheragents to characterize the
use of whole menus and toolbars as opposed to theirconstituent parts, as illustrated below.

Once similar agents have been defined for each ofthe application's menus, an agent ofthe
following form can be defined to summarize the use of all menus:

Begin
Trigger
MENU]*]*

Data
RecordEventDataO

Figure 16. "All Menus" agent (relating data to U! features)

This agent is triggered whenever any "MENU" event is observed coming from any agent,
and records data regarding the triggering event. Figure 17 illustrates the data captured by this
agent, namely, the number of times each menu has been used:

:

Use

Use New

Use Text

Use Non-Text

Value initial

Value Provided

Value Provided Combo

Value Provided Non-Comboi

Message Dialogs
Warning Dialogs j
Error Dialogs |
File Menu I
Edit Menu |
Color Menu' I

Font Menu !

Debug Menu
^l_Memjs'
File Toolbar

Edit Toolbar

FontTooibar

Align Toolbar
All Toolbars

Print Window

Print Mode &Pages
Elements Window
All Windows
Menu Count**

Menu Counts ?
Menu Count »= 5

Menu Count Reset

File Type (TXT)
File Type (HTML)

CommandsM

Evert Dsia 'jSt

»Ttr
sT , I

, . .

Figure 17. "All Menus" data (relating data to U! features)

P4ENU Color htenu]

n.<euti e.** .1 ..

(MENURleMenj]

4.Three simple event data reduction algorithms were implemented as pan ofthis research. The "Events" algorithm stores event
data in a hash table format in which keys indicate unique observed events and values indicate thenumber of times each event
was observed. The "Transitions" algorithm stores event data in ahash table format inwhich keys indicate unique observed event
transitions (between triggering events) and values indicate the number oftimes each transition was observed. The "Sequences"
algorithm stores event data in a hash table format in which keys indicate unique observed event sequences (occurring between
Begin and End Triggers) and values indicate thenumber of times each sequence was observed.
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4.1.3 Command Agents
User-defined agents can also be defined to relate the use of application commands to the

ways in which commands are invoked via the user interface. The following agent generates
"CMD" events relating invocations (and cancellations) of the "File->Print" command to the
various ways in which the command can be controlled via the user interface;

Begin
Trigger

USE|Window/Styiepad/ImageIcon/print
gif|*
OR

USEIWindow/Print/0
|*0R USE|Window/Print/Cancei|*

Action
PostEventC'CMD",
AgentSource)

Figure 18. "File->Print" agent (relating data to application features)

Similar agents can be defined for all commands and the abstract events generated by such
agents can be used by other agents to characterize general command use, as opposed to
specific command invocation methods, as illustrated below.

In this case, we demonstrate how event data regarding command use can be related to
state information regarding the type of document being edited at the time of command
invocations. The following agents update a global state variable indicating the current "File
Type" being edited in the word processor based on the file name stored in the application's
title bar:

Trigger USE|*|*
TO
<U Guard CheckStateC'Window/Styeipad", "Ends wA ".txt^

Action UpdateStateCFile Type", "DO")

Trigger USE|*|*

Begin

Guard CheckStateC'Window/Styeipad", "Ends wA ".htmi") OR
CheckState("Window/Styelpad", "Ends w/", ".htm")

Action UpdateStateC'Fiie Type", "HTML")

Figure 19. "File Type" agents (incorporating state)

The following agent then invokes the "Append to Event Data" reduction algorithm to
append the value of the "File Type" global state variable to each observed "CMD" event:
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Begin

Trigger
CMD|*|*

Data
RecordEventDataO RecordStateDataPerEventC'FiieType")

Figure 20. "All Commands" agent (incorporating state)
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Figure 21 illustrates the resulting data:

^ EOEM Data
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UseText I
Use Non-Text i
Value initial p
Value Provided |
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Message Dialogs I
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Error Dialogs I
File Menu |
Edit Menu i
Color Menu k
Font Menu I
Debug Menu I
AllMenus I
FlleToolbar \
EditToolbar t
FontToolbar I
Align Toolbar
All Toolbars

Print Window

Print Mode &Pages h
Elements Window L
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Menu Count >=5 |
Menu Count Reset r

File Type (TXT) I
File Type (HTML) :
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File->New
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Figure 21. "All Commands by File Type" data (incorporating state)

This allows event data to be analyzed across multiple "modes of use" (a topic discussed
further below).

4.1.4 Dialog Agents

User-defined agents can also be defined to capture data regarding the use of application
dialogs. The following agent captures selected event and state information regarding "Print
Dialog" use:

c

'dj
Trigger WIND0W_ACnVATED1Window/Print] *

& Action PostEventC'OPEN", AgentSource)

Data RecordEventData(VALUE_PROVIDED|*|*)
RecordEventSequenceData(VALUE_PROVIDED|*|*)

End

Trigger WINDOW_CLOSING|Window/Print|* OR
USE|Window/Print/OK|* OR
USE|Window/Print/Cancei|*

Action PostEvent("CLOSE", AgentSource)

Data RecordStateData(
"Printer Name", "Printer Status", "PrinterType",
"Print to Fiie", "Aii", "Current Page", "Pages:",
"Pages", "Number of Copies", "Collate")

Figure 22. "Print Window" agent (dialog event and state data)
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23 D. H. Hilbert and D. F. Redmiles

This agent uses the "Events" reduction algorithm to capture data regarding the number of
times controls in the "Print Dialog" are used to provide new values. It uses the "Sequences"
reduction algorithm to capture data regarding the order in which controls are used to provide
new values. And it uses the "Values" reduction algorithm to capture data regarding the

specific values provided using the controls.^
4.1.5 Impact Analysis

Figure 23 illustrates the impact of abstraction, selection, and reduction on the number of
bytes of data generated (plotted on a log scale) over time. The first point in each series
indicates the number of bytes generated by the proposed approach when applied to a simple
word processing session in which a user opens a file, performs a number of menu and toolbar
operations, edits text, and saves and closes the file. The subsequent four points in each series
indicate the amount of data generated assuming the user performs the same basic actions four
times over. Thus, this graph represents an approximation of data growth over time based on
the assumption that longer sessions primarily consist of repetitions of the same high-level
actions performed in shorter sessions.

1,000,000

100,000

10,000

1,000

100

Raw Data

Abstracted Data

Selected Data

Reduced Data

Figure 23. Impact of abstraction, selection, and reduction on bytes of data generated
(plotted on a log scale) over time

The "raw data" series indicates the number of bytes of data generated if all window
system events are captured. The "abstracted data" series indicates the amount of data
generated if only abstract "USE" and "VALUE_PROVIDED" events are captured (about 4%
of the size of raw data). The "selected data" series indicates the amount of data generated if
only selected abstract events and state values regarding menu, toolbar, and dialog use are

S.Three simple state data reduction algorithms were implemented as part of this research. The "Values" algorithm stores state
data in a hash table format in which keys indicate unique observed values and hash table values indicate the number of times each
value was observed. The "Vectors" algorithm stores state data in a hash table format in which keys indicate unique observed vec
tors of values and hash table values indicate the number of times each vector of values was observed. This allows co-occurrence

of values to be analyzed. The "Append to Event Data" algorithm allows state data to be appended to events that are then reduced
using the "Events" reduction algorithm. This allows event data to be analyzed based on state information captured at the time of
event occurrences.
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captured (about 1% of the size of raw data). Finally, the "reduced data" series indicates the
amount of data generated if abstracted and selected data is reduced prior to reporting (less
than 1%ofthe size ofraw data with little tonogrowth over time depending on the number of
new, unique events orstate values observed as time progresses).^
4.2 The Evolution Problem

Figure 24 depicts a reference architecture that illustrates the components typically
required to perform large-scaleusage data collection:

System
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Human-

Readable

Names

Figure 24. Data collection reference architecture

Data Capture mechanisms are required to allow informationabout user interactions and/
orapplication behavior to be accessed for data collection purposes (e.g. code that taps into
the user interface event queue or the application command dispatch routine).

Data Pre-Processing mechanisms are required to select datato be reported from themass
ofdata that might potentially be reported (e.g. instrumentation code inserted into application
code or separate event "filtering" codeoutside of theapplication).

Data Packaging mechanisms are required to make selected data persistent in preparation
for transport (e.g. code to write data to disk files or to package it into E-Mail messages —
perhaps employing compression if necessary).

Data Transport mechanisms are required to transfer captured data to a location where
aggregation and analysis can be performed (e.g. code that copies data to removable media to
be mailed orcode to support automatic transport via E-Mail orthe Word Wide Web).

Data Preparation mechanisms are required to transform captured data into a format that
is ready for aggregation and analysis (e.g. code that uncompresses captured data ifnecessary
and writes it to a databaseimportableformat).

6.Note that all of these byte counts can be further reduced using standard text or data compression techniques.
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Data Analysis mechanisms are required to aggregate, analyze, visualize, and report the
results of data collection (e.g. database, spreadsheet, and statistical packages —^ this is where
most abstraction, selection, and reduction of data is typically performed).

And finally. Mappings are required to map between the implementation-dependent IDs
associated with captured data and conceptual features of the UI and/or application being
studied. This can be particularly important in pre-processing and emalysis (e.g., header files
or database tables that map between implementation-dependent IDs and human-readable
names associated with user interface and application features).

Figure 25 illustrates how the reference architecture is instantiated when instrumentation
code is inserted directly into application code:
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Human-
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Figure 25. instrumentation-based data collection architecture

The problem with this approach is that in order to modify data collection code, the
application must be modified, re-compiled, re-tested, and re-deployed.
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Figure 26 illustrates an improved instantiation of the reference architecture based on an
event monitoring approach:
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Figure 26. Event monitoring-based data collection architecture

This approach is preferable in thatit separates datacollection codefrom application code.
Updates to data collection no longer directly affect application code. However, unless the
event monitoring infrastructure can be modified and re-deployed without affecting
application use, then theevolution problem hasstillnotbeen solved from thepointof view of
users.
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Finally,Figure 27 illustrates the proposed instantiation of the reference architecture based
on an event monitoring approach coupled with "pluggable" pre-processing code capable of
performing in-context data abstraction, selection, and reduction:
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Figure 27. Proposed data collection architecture

In this approach, data collection can be modified over time without impacting application
deployment or use by simply re-deploying "pluggable" pre-processing code. This approach
involves moving work that was typically performed in the analysis phase into automated pre
processing code that is executed during data collection. This allows data abstraction,
selection, and reduction to be performed in-context, resulting in significantly improved data
quality and reduced data reporting and post-hoc analysis needs.

The approach described in this article instantiates the reference architecture in this way.
Agents are "pluggable" pre-processing modules that can be evolved and updated
independently from application code. Once agents have been defined, they are serialized and
stored in ASCII format in a file that is associated with a Universal Resource Locator (URL)
on a development computer. The URL is passed as a command-line argument to the
application of interest. AVhen the application of interest is run, the URL is automatically

n

downloaded and the latest agents are instantiated on the user's computer. A standard HTTP
server is used to field requests for agent specifications and a standard E-mail protocol is used
to send agent reports back to development computers. Since data collection code can be
added and deleted incrementally, investment in data collection is incremental, and as new
issues or concerns arise (e.g., new suspected problems identified iii the usability lab), new
data collection code can be deployed to observe how frequently those issues actually arise in
practice.

7.An uncompressed, ASCII agent deflnition file containing 64 agents for the Stylepad example is less than 70K bytes in size.
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5. METHODOLOGICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The previous sections have focused primarily on technical issues. This section discusses
some methodological issues involved in collecting, analyzing, and interpreting usage
information and incorporating results intodevelopment.

5.1 Data Collection

It is interesting to note that user interface design guidelines often make reference to, or
assume knowledge of, the frequency and sequence of user actions. Because of this, and
because the impact assessment and effort allocation problems are so important (even with
respect to the task ofcollecting usage data itself) it makes sense to capture generic frequency
and sequence data at a minimum. Such data can then help focus more detailed datacollection
and provide a backdrop against which to assess the relative importance of identified issues.
This is why the examples in the previous section have focused primarily on relatively generic
data collection agents. In any large-scale usage data collection project, the following types of
data should be considered:

Data about the user. At a minimum, there should be some way ofidentifying users so that
data can be tabulated per user. If more information is available, for example, some
characterization of the user's skill level, company, or occupation, this can be used to enrich
analysis further. In some cases, user feedback may also be collected as part of the data
collection process allowing subjective information to complement objective data. Finally, if
users allow themselves to be identified, for example, by E-mail address, the results of data
collection might be used to select particular users forfollow-up communication.

Data about sessions. At a minimum, there should be a way of identifying sessions in
which data was collected so that data can be tabulated per session. If more information is
available, for instance, when the session occurred, how long it lasted, or information
regarding the computing environment in which the session occurred, this can be used to
enrich analysis further.

Data about user and application actions. This is perhaps the most common and generic
type ofdata. This includes data about command use, menu use, toolbar use, dialog use, and
so forth. The previous section presented a number ofexample agents for capturing this sort of
information. In the case of dialog- and form-based interactions, it may also be helpful to
capture information about transitions and sequences of interactions as well as values
provided so that the layout and default values in dialogs and forms can be tuned to betterfit
actual use. In applications where actions are performed automatically on behalf ofusers, it is
also useful to collect data regarding how often users accept or reject the results of such
automated actions. Finally, it is also useful to capture information regarding errors and the
use ofhelp, particularly if such information can be associated with application features.^ As
mentioned above, data of this type should be linked to user and session information so that
actions can be analyzed in terms of the number of users performing them and the number of
sessions in which they occurred.

8.There is some evidence to suggest that there may be anumber of other generic "usability problem indicators" that might be
used to identify potential usability problems automatically —such as multiple successive uses ofthe same user interface object
(e.g. apopup menu or dialog) or multiple perusals of the same container object (e.g.. a list or menu) without aselection being
made [Swallow et al. 1997]. However, more research is needed in this area.
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Data about relatively persistent information (e.g., user preferences, customizations, and
configurations). For instance, data about which features are enabled or disabled, which
custom dictionary entries are added, and which import and export filters are installed can be
very useful, particularly in providing sensible defaults, despite the fact that the actual user
interactions associated with updating such "settings" may occur relatively infrequently.

5.2 Data Analysis

When collecting usage data, it is important to consider how results will be aggregated and
analyzed. As mentioned above, results are often analyzed in terms of user or application
actions, where actions can refer to low level actions in the user interface, higher level abstract
interactions, use of user interface and application features, application warnings and errors,
generic usability problem indicators, or specific violations of expected use. Results may be
presented in the following forms:

• Number and % of users that do X

Number and % of actions that are of type X

• Time and % of time spent doing X

In this way, the relative importance of observed events can be determined with reference
to the number of users affected, the relative frequency of occurrence with respect to other
comparable events, and the amount of user time affected. These numbers can be further
qualified based on state information, for example:

• Number and % of users that do X in state Y

• Number and % of actions of type X in state Y

• Time and % of time spent doing X in state Y

Introducing the notion of state allows usage data to be compared across multiple "modes
of use". For instance, usage statistics for a general purpose word processing program may
differ significantly depending on whether it is being used as a text editor. E-mail editor, or
Web page editor. This sort of data can be important to developers wishing to strategically
optimize features associated with particular types of use, for example. E-mail editing. These
numbers can be further qualified based on constraints on users, for example:

• Number and % of actions that are of type X for users of type Y

• Number and % of time spent doing X for users of type Y

• Number and % of actions that are of type X for users who do X

• Number and % of time spent doing X for users who do X

In this way, events that occur frequently or for extended periods of time in small groups of
users may also be identified, even if these events do not figure prominently in aggregate
counts. Finally, it may also be useful to analyze data about relatively persistent information
such as user preferences, customizations, configuration settings, and so forth, for example:

• Number and % of sessions or documents in which X was enabled/disabled

• Number and % of users who added X to their custom dictionary
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• Number and% of users who installed X as partof theirconfiguration

Such information can be particularly useful in tuning defaults and in providing a good
starting point for application features that must "learn" about user behavior to provide
personalized functionality. Furthermore, such information may also be helpful in deciding
what functionality is core functionality that should be shipped with the product versus
functionality thatmightbe separated and soldseparately.

5.3 Data Interpretation

The mostdifficult problem is determining whatexactly the data means and how to act on
it. This will depend on developers' expectations, goals, priorities, and resource
considerations. Assume, for instance, that a study has been conducted to characterize the
relative use of application features in a word processing program. For any given feature, a
high or low usage measure can indicate a number of contradictory courses of action. For
instance, a low usagemeasure mayindicate the following courses of action:

• No change — this level of usage is what was expected

Increased effort — this feature is notused enough because it needs improvement

• Reduced effort —this feature is not worth improving because it is not used enough

Drop —this feature is sopoorly designed and unused it's not worth keeping

A high usage measuremay indicate the following:

® No change — this level of usage is whatwas expected

Increased effort— this feature is worth improving since it is used so much

• Reduced effort —this feature is used so much because it needs noimprovement

• Add elsewhere— this feature is so well designed and used it'sworth adding to other parts
of the application

Furthermore, while increasing the use of application features is often an unstated goal,
developers may wish to drive usage measures in either direction. However, the reason for a
low orhigh measure, and the correct course ofaction to reverse the trend may not be evident
from the data alone. In cases where developers wish to increase use, there are a number of
possible reasons for the lower than desired measure, and a number of possible corrective
actions:

• Discoverability (i.e., users are not aware of the feature's existence) —perhaps
developers needto improve the accessibility and/or delivery of the feature, or make it
default.

« Understandability (i.e., users are not aware ofthe feature's purpose) —perhaps
developers need to improve user knowledge and/or delivery of the feature, or make it
default.

• Usability (i.e., users are not able to use the feature easily) —perhaps developers need to
improve the design and/or implementation ofthe feature to increase leamability,
efficiency, memorability, error handling, and/or satisfaction.
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• Utility (i.e., users are not able to use the feature fruitfully) — perhaps developers need to
either drop the feature, or adapt it to better fit user needs.

In cases where developers wish to decrease use, there are a number of possible reasons
for the higher than desired measure, and a number of possible corrective actions:

• There are better existing alternatives for accomplishing the same effect (a.k.a. "usage
kludge") — perhaps developers need to improve the discoverability, understandability,
usability, and/or utility of alternative ways of accomplishing the same effect.

• There are better potential alternatives for accomplishing the same effect (a.k.a. "design
kludge") — perhaps developers need to improve the application design to include better
alternatives for accomplishing the same effect.

Finally, the interpretation of results can vary significantly depending on the nature of the
feature in question. For instance, some features, such as Wizards and templates, help
automate processes that generate persistent results. If the results can be saved, copied, and
reused, then it may not be significant that a Wizard or template was used once and then never
used again. For features that do not produce such results, the same usage scenario could
indicate problems with the feature.

The purpose of this section is simply to point out that usage data must often be augmented
by other sources of information in order to appropriately interpret and act on results.

6. EVALUATION

This research has been subjected to a number of evaluative activities, both inside and
outside of the research lab. Section 4 presents an analytical assessment of the proposed
approach in terms of its demonstrated support for the problems raised at the end of Section 2.
This section presents a number of empirical assessments of the principles and techniques
underlying this work performed in cooperation between NYNEX Corporation and the
University of Colorado at Boulder, Lockheed Martin Corporation and the University of
California at Irvine, and Microsoft Corporation and the University of California at Irvine.
While these empirical assessments have not been formal, we believe they have been practical
and provide meaningful results given our hypotheses and domain of interest. In summary,
they provide informal evidence that suggests:

• Observing users to identify mismatches between expected and actual use can indeed lead
to design improvements (NYNEX).

• There are a number of areas in which automated support might be used to support the
mismatch identification and resolution process (NYNEX).

• Independent third-party developers can successfully apply the approach, and the effort
and expertise required to author agents is not prohibitive (Lockheed Martin).

• The proposed approach can capture impact assessment and effort allocation-related
information in addition to design-related information (Lockheed Martin).

• Software monitoring techniques can indeed be exploited to capture strategic information
useful in supporting design, impact assessment, and efi'ort allocation decisions in
practice, not just in theory (Microsoft).
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• Current practice, asexemplified bytheMicrosoft approach, canbe substantially
improved based on the concepts developed in this research (Microsoft).

We describe these experiences and results in greater detail in thefollotving subsections.

6.1 NYNEX Corporation:^ The Bridget Project
6.1.1 Overview

This work was performed in cooperation between members of the Intelligent Interfaces
Group at NYNEX Corporation and the Human-Computer Communication Group at the
University of Colorado at Boulder. This effort included participation in, andobservation of,a
development project inwhich developers observed users completing tasks with prototypes in
order to identify mismatches between expected and actual use. This experience provided
informal evidence to support the hypothesis that observing use to compare it against
expectations can in fact lead to tangible design benefits, and highlighted areas in which
automated support might beused toimprove theprocess. Anearly prototype was constructed
as a proof-of-concept that software agents could be used to automatically monitor
expectations on developers' behalf and support user-developer communication without
requiring developers to bephysically present to observe use [Girgensohn et al. 1994],
6.1.2 Description

The Bridget system is a form-based phone service provisioning system developed by the
Intelligent Interfaces group at NYNEX. Itwas developed with the explicit goal ofproviding
a simpler, more usable interface for customer sales representatives who create and manage
phone service accounts for small businesses [Atwood et al. 1993]. The Bridget development
process was participatory and iterative innature. Once a prototype ofBridget was developed,
users were asked to perform tasks with the prototype while developers observed and noted
discrepancies between expected and actual use. Developers then discussed observed
mismatches with users after each task. Users also interacted with Bridget on their own and
voluntarily reported feedback to developers. Information gathered in this way was then
incorporated into design changes resulting in revised prototypes that were iteratively refined
in the same manner.

6.1.3 Results

There were two major results of this experience. First, the design process outlined above
led to features that might not have been introduced otherwise. For instance, observation of
users interacting with early prototypes of Bridget indicated they often overlooked filling-in
some of the required fields. This became apparent to users only after Bridget was unable to
successfully submit a service order tothe database system, thereby requiring users togo back
and complete missing fields. Also, due to the complexity ofsome ofthe service orders, many
of them were actually submitted with incomplete or incorrect information and were not
corrected until some time later. This could lead to delays in establishing phone service. In
response to the observed problems, a built-in "checklist" was added to Bridget that used
color to indicateparts of the form that still needed work. Since the checklist was embeddedin
the user interface, it successfully drew user's attention without requiring extra screen real-
estate or training, and proved to be very successful.

9.NYNEX Corporation isnow known asBell Atlantic Corporation asa result ofa merger.
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A second result was that a number of areas in which automated support might be used to
improve this development process were identified. First, it was observed that much time was
spent traveling between developer and user sites to perform observation, and that observation
itself was extremely time intensive. It was hypothesized that software agents could be
developed to observe usage on developers' behalf and initiate remote communication
between developers and users when discrepancies between expected and actual use were
observed. Thus, more users could be observed in parallel over more extended periods of time
without requiring developers to be present at all times. A prototype agent-based system was
developed jointly by NYNEX Corporation and the University of Colorado at Boulder to
demonstrate how such support might be implemented [Girgensohn et al. 1994]. This early
prototype focused primarily on identifying sequences of user actions that did not match
developers' expectations about appropriate use. Once a mismatch was detected, developers'
expectations could be communicated to users, and users could respond with feedback if
desired. User feedback could then be reported along with contextual information about the
events leading up to mismatches. The idea of capttiring generic usage data in addition to
reacting to specific mismatches was not considered to be of primary importance, and was
thus not addressed in this early prototype.

6.2 Lockheed Martin Corporation: The GTN Scenario

6.2.1 Overview

This work was performed in cooperation between members of the Lockheed Martin C2
Integration Systems Team and the Software Group at the University of California at Irvine.
Based on the NYNEX experience, and with the goal of making the approach more scalable, a
second prototype was constructed at the University of California at Irvine to explore and
clarify the technical issues involved in collecting usage data and user feedback on a
potentially large and ongoing basis. This prototype was informally evaluated within the
context of a demonstration scenario performed by Lockheed Martin C2 Integration Systems,
in which the prototype was applied to a database query interface in a large-scale
governmental logistics and transportation information system. Informal evidence from this
experience suggested that the approach was not only suited to capturing design-related
information, but that important impact assessment and effort allocation-related information
could also be captured [Hilbert and Redmiles 1998a].

6.2.2 Description

In this case, independent developers at Lockheed Martin Coiporation integrated a
prototype developed at the University of California at Irvine into a large-scale governmental
logistics and transportation information system as part of a govemment-sponsored
demonstration scenario. The purpose of this exercise was to demonstrate the integration of a
number of govemment-fiinded research tools into a single software development scenario.

The scenario itself was developed by Lockheed personnel with input from researchers
supplying the research tools being integrated. The scenario involved the development of a
web-based user interface to provide end users with access to a large store of transportation-
related information. The engineers in the scenario were interested in verifying expectations
regarding the order in which users would use the interface to specify queries. The developers
used the prototype to define agents to detect when users had violated expectations regarding
appropriate query specification sequence, and to notify users of the mismatch. Agent-
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collected data and feedback was E-mailed to a hypothetical help desk where it was reviewed
by support engineers and entered into a change request tracking system. With the help of
other systems, the engineers were able to assist the help desk in providing a new release of
the interface to the user community based on usage information collected from the field.
Please refer to the usage scenario in Section 3 for more details.

6.2.3 Results

There were two major results of this experience. First, the experience suggested that
independent developers could successfully apply the approach, that the effort and expertise
required to author agents was not extensive, and that significant data could nonetheless be
captured. The most difficult part was indicating to the demonstration team how the approach
might be applied in this particular context. There were also some initial difficulties in
understanding how to specifyevent patterns of interest. However, once these initial obstacles
were overcome, the documentation was reported to have been "very helpful" and the user
interface for authoring agents "simple to use". The approach was quickly integrated by
Lockheed personnel into the demonstration with only minor code insertions and agents were
easily authored and extended by Lockheed personnel to perform actions involving
coordination with other systems.

A second important result is that the information collected in the demonstration scenario
proved to be useful in supporting impact assessment and effort allocation decisions in
addition to design decisions. The demonstration team fashioned the scenario to include a user
providing feedback regarding a suggested design change. However, unsure of whether to
implement the change (due to its impact on the current design, implementation, and test
plans), the engineers used the usage data log to determine the impact ofthe suggested change
on the user community at large. They decided to put the change request on hold based on
how infrequently the problem had occurred in practice. This outcome had not been
anticipated, since, up to this point, this research had primarily focused on capturing design-
related information (as opposed to impact assessment and effort allocation-related

information).^®
6.3 Microsoft Corporation: The "instrumented Version"

6.3.1 Overview

This work was performed in cooperation between members of Product Planning and
Program Management at Microsoft Corporation and the Software Group at the University of
California at Irvine. This effort included participation in, and observation of, a large-scale
industrial usage data collection project performed atMicrosoft Corporation in order tobetter
understand the issues faced by development organizations wishing to capture usage
information on a large scale. This experience served to reinforce the hypothesis that
automated software monitoring techniques can indeed be used to capture useful design,
impact assessment, and effort allocation information, and highlighted a number of ways in
which existing techniques, as exemplified by the Microsoft approach, could be improved
based on the concepts developed in this research.

10.lt should be noted that while the integration and use ofthe prototype was infact performed, the scenario itself was invented
by Lockheed personnel to link the use ofanumber ofresearch prototypes ina common story-line.
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6.3.2 Description

Due to a non-disclosure agreement, we cannot name the specific product that was the
subject of the usage study nor discuss how the product was improved based on usage data.
However, we can describe the product and the data collection process employed by
Microsoft. The application in question features over 1000 application "commands"
accessible through menus and toolbars and over 300 user interface dialogs. The first author
of this article managed the instrumentation effort in which basic usage data was collected
regarding the behavior of 500 to 1000 volunteer users using the instrumented version of the
application over a two month period.

Because this was not the first time data would be collected regarding the use of this
product, infrastructure already existed to capture usage information. The infrastructure
essentially consisted in instrumentation code inserted directly into application code that
captured data of interest and wrote it to binary disk files that were then copied to floppies and
mailed to Microsoft by users after a pre-specified period of use. The sheer amount of
instrumentation code already embedded in the application, the limited time available for
updating instrumentation to capture information regarding new application features, and the
requirement to compare the latest data against prior data collection results all conspired to
make a complete overhaul of the data collection infrastructure, based upon this research,
impossible. Thus, the existing data collection infrastructure was updated allowing the
difficulties and limitations inherent in such an approach to be observed first-hand and
compared against the concepts developed in this research.

6.3.3 Results

The results of this experience were instructive in a number of ways. First and foremost, it
further supported the hypothesis that software monitoring techniques can indeed be used to
capture strategic information useful in supporting design, impact assessment, and effort
allocation decisions. Furthermore, it was an existence proof that there are in fact situations in
which the costs associated with maintaining data collection code and performing analysis are
perceived to be outweighed by the resulting benefits, even in an extremely competitive
development organization in which time-to-market is of utmost importance. The experience
highlighted a number of areas in which existing techniques, as exemplified by the Microsoft
approach, might be improved based on the concepts developed in this research. The
experience also provided a number of insights that have informed and refined this research.

How Practice can be Informed by this Research

Microsoft's data collection process and infrastructure suffer from a number of important
limitations well known to those within the organization who have worked on the
"instrumented version". Some of the problems are due to the fact that the data collection
process itself has often been implemented as an "afterthought" with the help of summer
interns who have little control over the overall approach and who typically are no longer
available when data has been collected and is ready for analysis. However, without
underplaying the importance of these procedural problems, this subsection focuses instead on
limitations inherent in the underlying technical approach.

The Microsoft experience has helped validate our emphasis on the selection, abstraction,
reduction, context, and evolution problems by illustrating the practical results of failing to
adequately address these problems. First, because the approach relies on intrusive
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instrumentation ofapplication code, evolution is a critical problem. In order to modify data
collection in any vi^ay —for instance, to adjust what data is collected (i.e., selection) — the
application itself must be modified, impacting the build and test processes and making
independent evolution impossible. As a result, development and maintenance of
instrumentation continues to be problematic resulting in studies only being conducted at
irregular intervals. Furthermore, there is nomechanism for flexibly mapping between lower
levelevents andhigherlevelevents of interest (i.e., abstraction). As a result, abstraction must
be performed as part of the post-hoc analysis process resulting in failures to notice errors in
data collection that affect abstraction until after data has actually been collected. Also,
because the approach primarily relies on instrumentation code that has been insertedinto an
internal application command dispatch loop, hnking command use to the user interface
mechanisms usedto invoke commands can be problematic at times. Next, data is not reduced
in context, resulting in every user or application action being recorded as a separate data
record. As a result, a majority of the collected data was never used in analysis, particularly
sequential aspects. Finally, the approach does not allow users to provide feedback to augment
automatically captured data.

There are now plans underway to implement a new data collection approach based on a
user interface event monitoring model, however, support for flexible data abstraction,
selection, reduction and context-capture mechanisms that can be evolved over time
independently of the application and data collection infrastructure are not currently part of
the plan.^^

How Practice has Informed this Research

Despite the substantial observed limitations outlined above, this experience also resulted
in a number of insights that have informed and refined this research. The ease with which
these insights have been incorporated into the proposed approach (and associated
methodological considerations) further increases our confidence in the flexibility of the
approach.

Most importantly, the experience helped motivate a shift from "micro" expectations
regarding the behavior of single users within single sessions to "macro" expectations
regarding the behavior of multiple users over multiple sessions. In the beginning, this
research focused primarily on expectations regarding specific sequences of actions
performed by a single user within a single session. This sort of analysis, by itself, can be
challenging due to the difficulties involved in determining what exactly users are attempting
to do and in anticipating all the important areas in which such mismatches might occur.
Furthermore, once mismatches are identified, whether or not developers should take action
and adjust the design isnot clear. Insome cases, when mismatches lead to intolerable results,
developer action may be warranted in the absence ofmore information. However, in general,
it is important to have a "big picture" view ofhow the application is used in order to know
whether the frequency with which identified problems are observed warrants developer
action.

1l.The author briefed the product planning and program management teams regarding some ofthe concepts developed in this
research. They expressed enthusiasm about adding such advanced features incrementally after the initial event monitoring infra
structure had been implemented and evaluated.
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There are two related issues at work here: the "denominator problem" and the "baseline
problem". For instance, how should developers react to the fact that the "print current page"
option in the print dialog was used 10,000 times? The number of occurrences of any event
must be compared against the number of times the event might have occurred. This is the
denominator problem. 10,000 uses of the "print current page" option out of 11,000 uses of
the print dialog paints a very different picture from 10,000 uses of the "print current page"
option out of 1,000,000 uses of the print dialog. The first scenario suggests the option might
reasonably be made default while the second does not. A related issue is the need for a more
general baseline against which to compare specific results of data collection. For instance, if
there are design issues associated with features that are much more frequently used than
printing, then perhaps those issues should take precedence over changes to the print dialog.
This is why generic usage information should be captured to provide developers with a better
sense of the "big picture".

In practice, automated usage data collection techniques are much stronger in terms of
capturing indicators of the "big picture" than in identifying subtle, nuanced, and unexpected
usability issues. Fortunately, these strengths and weaknesses nicely complement the strengths
and weaknesses inherent in current usability testing practice, in which subtle usability
problems may be identified through careful human observation, but in which there is little
sense of the "big picture" of how applications are used on a large scale. In fact, it was
reported by one Microsoft usability professional that the usability team is often approached
by design and development team members with questions such as "how often do users do
XT' or "how often does Y happen?". This is obviously useful information for developers
wishing to assess the impact of suspected problems or to focus development effort for the
next version. However, it is not information that can be reliably collected in the usability lab.
Furthermore, as has been pointed out, such information can be useful in assessing the results
of, and focusing the efforts of, usability evaluations themselves.

There were also a number of realizations regarding other issues in data collection. For
instance, some applications provide automated features that are invoked by the application
on behalf of users. The invocation of such features cannot always be detected by strict user
interface monitoring alone. In such cases, the application should report invocation events
directly to the data collection infrastructure (e.g., by calling an API as described in
Section 3), and data collection code should attempt to identify user reactions to such
automated feature use, such as immediate user undo's.

Another important insight was that interactions with particular interface elements, such as
dialogs and second^ windows, might be analyzed separately from other interactions, and
that event data may be "segmented" based on when a dialog or window is opened and then
closed. This suggested a reasonable way of separating sequential information that might be
useful in optimizing dialog and window layout from more general sequential information
that would be costly to capture and much less likely to produce significant results in terms of

potential design impact.
Another important realization was that relatively persistent information, for example,

regarding user preferences and customizations, should be captured and analyzed in different

12.Notethat while this insight occurred as a result of observingthe Microsoftapproach,the Microsoftapproach,unlike the pro
posed approach, does not exploit this insight to reduce sequential data.
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ways than other generic event and state information. Analysis of such information should
address the number of sessions or user time spent under various "settings" conditions as
opposed to simply counting the events associated with changing settings. For instance, it is
moreimportant to know that a user ultimately spent 95% of their time with feature X enabled
than to know the number of times the user enabled and disabled the feature. Furthermore,
some types ofpersistent information evolve over time, such as entries ina custom dictionary,
and can be more economically captured in periodic "snapshots" as opposed to capturing the
"add", "delete", and "modify" events associated with constructing thatinformation, and then
attempting to re-construct it later.

Finally, appending state information to event data was observed tobeuseful incomparing
event data across multiple "modes" of use. The application under study could actually be
used for a variety ofpurposes. Thus, capturing information about the purpose the application
was serving at the time ofeach event occurrence was helpful inunderstanding different usage
patterns associated with different uses of the application. Such data might be used to adjust
the user interface depending on the type of use to which the application is being put, or to
focus effort onfeatures associated with particular types ofuse thattheorganization wishes to
promote.

7. CHALLENGES

This section discusses some of the key practical challenges faced by organizations
wishing to implement large-scale usage data collection projects, as well as important
research questions.

7.1 Maintenance

Perhaps the most significant technical challenge faced by organizations wishing to
capture usage data on a large and ongoing basis is maintenance of data collection code.
Maintenance of data collection infrastructure is similar to standard software maintenance,
and therefore is not of primary concern. However, the code that represents data selection,
abstraction, and reduction decisions is more problematic, particularly if separated from
application code as advocated in this article. Such separation is beneficial in allowing
independent evolution of application and data collection, however, it exacerbates, to a certain
degree, the problem ofmaintaining dependencies between the two. If both are developed and
maintained concurrently by a single team of developers, maintenance issues are ameliorated
toanextent. However, the goal is tode-couple the process ofdeveloping theapplication (and
data generation code) from the process of developing the data selection, abstraction, and
reduction code so that they may be performed independently by potentially independent
stakeholders. This means that special attention must be placed on the problem ofmaintaining
dependencies between application and data collection code in such a way that both can
evolve without unduly impacting the other.

13.Note, again, that while this insight occuired as a result ofobserving the Microsoft approach, the Microsoft approach, unlike
the proposed approach, does not support flexible associations between event and state data (without significant impact on data
preprocessing, packaging, preparation, and analysis code).

14.Asimilar problemarises in maintainingtest code and test cases.
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The solution to the evolution problem presented in this article primarily addresses the
issue of minimizing the impact of data collection code changes on application code and
users. However, a related issue arises in minimizing the impact of application code changes
on data collection code. There are a number of "mappings" that must be maintained,
including mappings between implementation-dependent IDs used to identify user interface
and application components and human-readable names for use in data selection, abstraction,
reduction, and post-hoc analysis, as well as mappings between lower-level events and higher-
level events of interest.

Perhaps the most basic and problematic mappings are those which link component IDs to
human-readable names for use in data selection, abstraction, reduction, and post-hoc
analysis. The approach taken in this research has been to generate names automatically, and
to require developers to explicitly name components of particular interest that could not be
uniquely named automatically. Automatic naming is useful in allowing general data
collection to be implemented quickly with minimal impact on developers. However, such
automatically-generated names invariably depend, in some way, on attributes of the
implementation that may evolve over time, such as the labels associated with components or
the windows in which components appear. As a result, if user interface components are
referred to explicitly in data collection code, then establishing explicit mappings either in
application code or in a database that can be easily updated based on application code, while
requiring extra effort, is a more robust approach.

One way of minimizing the impact of changes on data collection code is to minimize the
number of direct references to user interface components. A number of the agents presented
in Section 4 avoid direct references completely and as a result are not impacted by user
interface changes. Such agents are referred to as "default agents" since they can be used
across multiple applications. However, in some cases, it may be useful to refer to
components directly, for example, to relate the use of menu items to their parent menus or to
relate the use of application commands to the various ways in which those commands can be
invoked via the user interface. Such relations must be updated when new menu items (or new
menus) are added or new ways for invoking the same command (or new commands) are
added. There are ways to partially automate the maintenance of such relations, particularly
when changes are deletions as opposed to additions, however, the problem is challenging,
particularly since not all such relations are reflected (in obvious ways) in the structure of the
user interface or application code. Another important question is where to represent such
relations. Should they be represented explicitly in application code, in data collection code
(as in the prototype presented here), in a database, or computed dynamically during data
collection when possible? The trade-offs involved in these differing approaches must be
investigated further.

7.2 Authoring

While involving developers in data collection is likely to yield benefits in its own right, it
is also desirable to make authoring of data collection code accessible to other stakeholders in
the development process. To this end, a number of different authoring approaches might be
explored, including high-level domain-specific languages, visual languages, and perhaps
even programming by demonstration to specify patterns of interest. Related work in these
areas is discussed further in the following section.
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This research has adopted what is essentially a mode-transition-based representation, in
which agents are specified in terms oftriggers, guards, and actions. A similar approach was
used in early work on agents by Malone and colleagues [Malone etal. 1992], The authoring
mechanism is essentially a template-based approach, in which investigators select among
pre-defined data collection options to configure agents. This has the potential of making
authoring accessible to non-programmers. Also, because agents are modular and can be
configured to capture useful information without explicitly referring to user interface
components, they can often be reused and adapted across multiple applications, thereby
easing the authoring task, particularly when generic data collection is being performed.
However, in cases where more flexibility is required, an API is provided to allow generic
monitoring and data collection services to be exploited and augmented by arbitrary
application-specific code implemented in a standard programming language. Alternative
authoring approaches must also be investigated.

7.3 Privacy and Security

Privacy ofuser data is another important issue that must beseriously considered. First and
foremost, organizational policies should be developed to place restrictions on what data may
and may not be collected. One rule of thumb is to restrict data collection to data about user
interactions excluding details about user-supplied content (e.g., document text). However,
statistical information about the structure of user-supplied content may be appropriate,
assuming that the content itself is not captured. Furthermore, users should always be made
aware that data collection is being performed. Since the proposed approach does not collect
arbitrary low-level data for unspecified purposes, but rather, higher level information for
specified purposes, it should be possible to justify collection, and users can be given
discretionary control over what is reported. For instance, users may be given the option to
review a description of the data that will be collected, an explanation of the purposes for
collection, as well as the collected data itself before allowing data to be reported. Users may
also be given the option to report data and feedback anonymously. Finally, users may be
given the option to deactivate data collection altogether if privacy or security concerns are
significant. However, in beta test situations, consent to allow data to be reported might be
included as one of the terms of the license agreement. Finally, data encryption techniques
may be used as an added measure to protect theprivacy andsecurity of userHgta

7.4 User Involvement

One ofthe main goals ofcollecting usage information is tobetter understand users' needs,
desires, likes, and dislikes in order to improve the fit between design and use. Automatically-
collected information can provide important "indicators" regarding these questions, however,
these indicators often require significant interpretation (due to lack of sufficient context),
follow-up data collection (due to missing data), and further evaluation ordialogue with users
(when necessary context and/or data cannot be captured automatically).

It is therefore important to determine when to capture data automatically, and when to
enlist the help ofusers. Automatically-collected data is good when: (1) data is easy to capture
automatically, (2) interpretation is unproblematic, (3) there is a lot of it, and (4) objective
data is necessary. User feedback can be useful when: (1) data is difficult to capture
automatically, (2) interpretation is problematic, (3) there isn't a lot of it, and (4) subjective
data is useful. In other words, it may make sense to enlist the help of users when automatic
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collection is problematic, the cost to users for assisting is low, and the benefit of collection is
high. It also makes sense, in many cases, to collect user feedback while users are actively
engaged in using the application, so that feedback is rich in contextual detail.

There are a number of strategies that might be employed. For instance, users may be
given the option to volunteer feedback at any time, as in the current prototype. Assuming low
level events are being abstracted into higher level events associated with application features,
a feedback dialog might also present the user with a list of recently exercised features to
allow the user to easily specify which feature, if any, the user is commenting on. This helps in
the process of associating feedback with application features with only a little added effort on
the part of users. Another approach is to provide new affordances in the interface to allow
users to communicate feedback implicitly while using the interface. For instance, dialogs
could be outfitted with new variations on the "Cancel" button to differentiate between

ordinary dismissals, dismissals due to the fact that the user had intended to open a different
dialog, versus dismissals due to the fact that the dialog simply does not provide the
functionality desired by the user. While interpretation of such data may be problematic, such
an approach allows users to provide useful added information with little added effort. Finally,
it may make sense, in some cases, to explicitly request user feedback under particular
conditions, for example, when the user uses a new feature of particular interest or when users
violate expected usage in significant ways (as illustrated in the usage scenario). However, the
benefit of capturing such data must be weighed against the cost of interrupting and
potentially annoying users. One strategy would be to only request feedback the first time
such conditions are met, and present users with the opportunity to disable future requests for
feedback altogether. There are a number of practical and research problems that must be
addressed in this area.

7.5 Integration With Requirements and Design

There is a gap between developers' tacit or informal usage expectations and the formal
expression of usage expectations in data collection agents. Currently, designers must bridge
this gap on their own. We are investigating ways to narrow the gap by making use of existing
requirements and design artifacts (such as usability requirements, cognitive walkthroughs,
and use cases) and are also exploring new modeling techniques. Ideally, usage expectations
might be expressed as part of the requirements and design specification process, and the
resulting documents used to informally derive, or automatically generate, data collection
code. An early language and approach to automatic monitoring of requirements (not focused
on interactive systems) was proposed by Fickas and Feather [Fickas and Feather 1995,
Feather et al. 1997]. This is an area we are actively investigating, particularly in relation to
the design of interactive systems based on the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [Booch et
al. 1998] and Usage-Centered Design (UCD) [Constantine and Lockwood 1999]. We are
exploring this area by integrating our work on usage data collection with our work on UML-
based design [Bobbins and Redmiles 1999].

7.6 Post-Hoc Analysis

Finally, this research has focused primarily on problems associated with data collection.
Less attention has been paid to problems associated with aggregating and analyzing data
once it has been captured. At Microsoft Corporation, post-hoc analysis was successfully
performedusing standard relational database functionality. It would be interesting to explore
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other possibilities, including the use of more sophisticated analysis techniques. Forinstance,
some of thehybrid neural network andrule-based techniques usedto detect credit cardfraud
might be applicable in detecting interesting changes in application usage patterns over time.
However, the use of sophisticated post-hoc analysis techniques does not obviate theneed for
performing selection, abstraction, reduction, andcontext-capture in datacollection. We view
the proposed approach as complementaiy to, if not a prerequisite to, the successful
application of mostpost-hoc analysis techniques.

8. RELATED WORK AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS

There are a number of related areas that have been explored, both in academia and
industry, that have the potential of providing useful insights that could benefit this research.
Likewise, some of these areas may benefit from insights gained as a result of this work.

Anumber ofresearchers and practitioners have addressed related issues incapturing and
evaluating event data in the realm of software testing and debugging:

• Work indistributed event monitoring, e.g., GEM [Mansouri-Samani and Sloman 1991],
and model-based testing and debugging, e.g., EBBA [Bates 1995] and TSL [Rosenblum
1991], have addressed a number of problems in thespecification anddetection of
composite events andtheuseof context in interpreting thesignificance of events. The
languages and experience that have come out of this work are likely toprovide useful
insights that might beapplied to theproblem of extracting usage information from user
interaction data.

• Automated user interface testing techniques, e.g. Mercury Interactive WinRunner™
[Mercury Interactive 1998] and Sun Microsystems JavaStar™ [Sun Microsystems 1998],
are faced with the problem of robustly identifying userinterface components in theface
ofuser interface change, and evaluating events against specificatioris ofexpected
behavior in test scripts. The same problem is faced inmaintaining mappings between
user interface components and higher-level specifications of event and state information
of interest in usage data collection.

• Monitoring of application programmatic interfaces (APIs), e.g.,Hewlett Packard's
Application Response-time Measurement API [Hewlett Packard 1998], addresses the
problem of monitoring API usage to help software developers evaluate the fit between
thedesign of an API and how it is actually used. Insights might be shared between
investigators working in this area and investigators working in the area ofmonitoring
interactive application usage to evaluate the fit between the design ofthe application
itself and how it is actually used.

• Internet-based application monitoring systems, e.g., Aqueduct AppScope™ [Aqueduct
Software 1998] and Full Circle TalkBack™ [Full Circle Software 1998], have begun to
address issues ofcollecting information regarding application crashes on apotentially
large and ongoing basis over the Internet. The techniques developed tomake this
practical for crash monitoring could also be applicable inthe domain oflarge-scale,
ongoing usage data collection over the Internet.
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A number of researchers haveaddressed problems in the areaof mapping between lower
level events and higher level events of interest:

• Workin the area of eventhistories,e.g., [Kosbieand Myers 1994],and undo mechanisms
has addressed issues involved in grouping lower level user interface events into more
meaningful units from the point of view of users' tasks. Insights gained from this work,
and the actual event representations used to supportundo mechanisms, might be
exploited to capture events at higherlevels of abstraction thanare typically available at
the window system level.

• Work in the areaof usermodeling [User Modeling 1998] is faced with theproblem of
inferring users' tasks andgoals basedon userbackground, interaction history, and
currentcontext in order to enhancehuman-computer interaction. The techniques
developed in this area, which rangefrom rule-based to statistically-oriented machine-
learning techniques, mayeventually be harnessed to inferhigherlevelevents fromlower
level events insupport ofusage data collection. However, user modeling work isperhaps
more likely to benefit from the techniques explored in this research than vice versa.

• Work in theareaof programming by demonstration [Cypher 1993] andplanrecognition
and assisted completion [Cypher 1991] also addresses problems involved in inferring
user intent based on lower level interactions. This work has shown that such inference is
feasible in at least some structured andlimited domains, andprogramming by
demonstration appears to be a desirable method for specifying expected or unexpected
patterns of eventsfor sequence detection and comparison purposes.

• Layered protocol models of interaction, e.g., [Nielsen 1986; Taylor1988a& 1988b],
allowhuman-computer interactions to be modeled at multiple levelsof abstraction. Such
techniques maybe useful in mapping between lowerlevelevents andhigherlevelevents
of interest. GOMS [John andKieras 1996a & 1996b], Command language grammars
(CLG's) [Moran 1981], and task-action grammars (TAG's) [Payne and Green 1986] are
other potentially useful modeling techniques for specifying relationships between
human-computer interactions and users' tasks and goals.

Work in the area of automated discovery and validation of patterns in large corpora of
event data may also provide valuable insights:

• Data mining techniques for discovering association rules, sequential patterns, and time-
series similarities in large data sets [Agrawal et al. 1996] may be applicable in
uncovering patterns relevant to investigators interested in evaluating application usage.

• The process discovery techniques investigated by[Cook and Wolf 1995] provide insights
into problems involved inautomatically generating models tocharacterize the sequential
structure of event traces, andtheprocess validation techniques investigated by [Cook and
Wolf 1994] provide insights into problems involved incomparing traces ofevents against
models of expected behavior.

Finally, there arenumerous domains in which event monitoring hasbeen used as a means
of identifying, and in some cases, diagnosing and repairing breakdowns in the operation of
complex systems. For example:
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• Network and enterprise management tools for automating networkand enterprise
application administration, e.g., TIBCO Hawk™ [TIBCO 1998].

• Product condition monitoring, e.g.,high-end photocopiers or medical devices thatreport
data back to equipment manufacturers to allow performance, failures, and maintenance
issues to be tracked remotely [Lee 1996].

9. CONCLUSIONS

This article has presented technical and methodological strategies to enable usage- and
usability-related information of higher quality than currently available from beta tests to be
collected on a larger scale than currently possible in usability tests. Such data is
complementaiy in that it can be used to address the impact assessment and effort allocation
problems (described in the Introduction) in addition to evaluating and improving the fit
between application design and use. While such data collection techniques are stronger in
terms of capturing indicators of the "big picture" than in identifying subtle, nuanced, and
unexpected usability issues, these strengths and weaknesses nicely complement the strengths
and weaknesses inherent in current usability testing practice, in which subtle usability
problems may be identified through careful human observation, but in which there is little
sense of the "big picture" of how applications are used on a large scale.

The principles and techniques underlying this work have been subjected to a number of
evaluative activities including: (1) the development of three research prototypes at NYNEX
Corporation, the University of Colorado, and the University of California, (2) the
incorporation of one prototype by independent thirdpartydevelopers as part of an integrated
demonstration scenarioperformedby Lockheed Martin Corporation,and (3) observation and
participation in two industrial development projects, at NYNEX andMicrosoft Corporations,
in which developers sought to improve the application development process based on usage
data and user feedback.

These experiences all contributed evidence to support the hypothesis that automated
software monitoring techniques can indeed be used to capture usage- and usability-related
information useful in supporting design, impact assessment, and effort allocation decisions in
the development of interactive systems. The third and final prototype was constructed based
on the experience and insights gained from the first two prototypes, an in-depth survey of
related work, and the Microsoft experience, and served as a basis for demonstrating solutions
to the abstraction, selection, reduction, context, and evolution problems within a single data
collection architecture, thereby illustrating how meaningful usage- and usability-related
information might be captured on a potentially large and ongoing basis.

In summary, the main contributions of this work include: (1) a theory motivating the
significance of usage expectations in development and the importance of collecting usage
information (Section 3), (2) a layered architecture that separates data collection code from
generic data collection services, which in turn are separated from generic event and state
monitoring services, which in turn are separated from details of the underlying component
model in which applications are developed (Section3), (3) solutions to the abstraction,
selection, reduction, context, and evolution problems demonstrated within a single data
collection architecture (Section 4), (4) a reference architecture to provide design guidance
regarding key components and relationships required to support large-scale data collection
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(Section 4), and (5) methodological guidance regarding data collection, analysis, and
interpretation (Section 5).

While this research has focused on capturing data regarding the use of window-based
interactive applications, the principles, techniques, and methodology underlying the
approach might be generalized to the problem of capturing data about the operation of
arbitrary software systems in which: (a) event and state information is generated as a natural
by-product of system operation, (b) low-level data must be related to higher level concepts of
interest, (c) available information exceeds that which can be practically collected over
extended periods of time, and (d) data collection needs evolve over time more quickly than
the application. This would appear to apply to a large number of software systems,
particularly those implemented in a component-based architectural style.

Furthermore, the techniques described here might also be applied to solve other problems
not directly related to collecting usage information for development purposes. For instance,
long-term data about user or users' actions might be captured in a similar way to support
adaptive UI and application behavior as well as "smarter" delivery of help, suggestions, and
assistance. Current approaches to this problem, as exemplified by Microsoft's Office
Assistant [Bott and Leonhard 1999], often rely only on users' most recent actions, and
typically do not have a long-term picture of use, particularly not involving multiple users.

Finally, user-interface monitoring agents, such as those presented here, might also be
explored as a means for supporting the extension, customization, and integration of
interactive applications. For instance, agents might be used to embed organizational
knowledge and rules into commercial off-the-shelf software based on particular user
interactions of interest. Agents might also be used to support workflow integration and
monitoring by abstracting low-level user interactions with interactive applications into
higher-level events useful in triggering and monitoring workflow progress.
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